In recent years, Sum-Of-Squares (SOS) method has attracted increasing interest as a new approach for stability analysis and controller design of nonlinear dynamic systems. In this paper, we present a robust SOS/robust LMI method to design a nonlinear controller for longitudinal dynamics of a hypersonic aircraft model with parametric uncertainties. To this end, the control design problem is first formulated as a robust SOS problem. Then, an LMI representation of the robust SOS problem is derived using a proposed algorithm and is solved via a stochastic ellipsoid method. As the simulation results show, the designed robust controller is capable of stabilizing the aircraft and following pilot commands under up to 50% variation in aerodynamic coefficients.
Introduction
One of the most challenging research problems associated with nonlinear control designs involves addressing robustness issues, especially robustness with respect to uncertain parameters in a dynamic system. Take the aircraft flight control as an example. In the past several decades, Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion (NDI) such that
where Σ n denote the subset of all SOS polynomials in R [x] .
Equation (1) implies that the existence of a SOS decomposition is a sufficient condition for p(x) ≥ 0, x ∈ R n . The SOS decomposition in (1) can alternatively be written as
where Q is a positive (semi)definite matrix and Z is a vector of monomials in x with degrees less or equal to half the degree of p(x). To show this, take the Cholesky decomposition of Q = L T L, where L = √ ΛU T and Λ and U, are eigenvalues and eigenvectors of Q respectively. Replacing Q = L T L in (2) yields p(x) =
∑ i [(LZ)(i)]
2 , where (LZ)(i) corresponds to the i th element of the LZ vector.
For a give vector of monomials Z, the elements of Q in (2) can be derived by first expanding the right hand side of (2) and then setting the coefficients of the same monomials on both sides of the equation to be equal. This process of solving the elements of the matrix Q can equivalently be written as an LMI problem,
where matrices Q 0 , Q i are constant symmetric matrices that can be calculated from (2) and ζ i denote the unknown elements (free variables) of Q, which will produce the same polynomial p(x) regardless of their values.
We refer to the problem of finding whether there exists, Q(ζ) ≥ 0 such that a given real polynomial p(x) has a decomposition (2) as the SOS analysis problem. The SOS design problem is defined as determining the coefficients of a real polynomial p(x) of a given degree such that the resulting p(x) has a SOS decom- 
where η q is a n 2 q × 1 vector of the elements of Q and K denotes a semidefinite cone. If p(x) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree 2d, then it can be easily shown that n q ≤ n+d−1 n−1 . In fact, in most cases, n q is substantially less than n+d−1 n−1 . The minimum number for n q can be exactly calculated by finding the convex hull of the monomials in p(x; η c ). Several toolboxes such as YALMIP [11] and SOSTOOLS [12] are designed to generate an optimized SDP problem equivalent for a given SDP problem. In this paper, we use YALMIP as a parser to generate A sd p and b sd p matrices from the SOS in (1) . The LMI formulation in (3) can then be derived by applying Algorithm 1 (given in Appendix A) to the SDP problem in (4).
In the case that there are multiple SOS conditions present in a SOS problem, let Q i sos denote the decomposition matrix corresponding to the i th SOS condition. Then the overall matrix Q in (2) can be formed by stacking all the Q i sos diagonally. In this case, the length of η q will be ∑ i (n i sos ) 2 < n 2 q where n i sos is the size of Q i sos . In practice, there are far more variables than equations (n m) and therefore, for a given SOS problem, there usually exist either an infinite number of solutions or no solution at all (i.e. p(x) is not SOS).
Positivstellensatz Theorem
The SOS method can be used to derive relaxations of constrained optimization problems via the Positivstellensatz Theorem (Theorem 1 given below). In short, the Positivstellensatz Theorem provides the relationship between an empty set of polynomial constraints and a verifiable algebraic equation. In this paper, we use the Positivstellensatz Theorem to take into account constraints on the state variables in the SOS-based control design.
For given polynomials {δ 1 , . . . , δ u } ∈ R[x], the multiplicative monoid generated by δ i is the set of all finite products of δ i including 1 and it is denoted by M (δ 1 , . . . , δ u ). For given polynomials {σ 1 , . . . , σ r } ∈ R[x], the algebraic cone generated by σ i is defined as:
For given polynomials {l 1 , . . . , l t } ∈ R[x], the ideal generated by l i is defined as:
be a family of real polynomials in R[x 1 , . . . , x n ]. Denote by M the multiplicative monoid generated by
..,u) , C the algebraic cone generated by (σ i ) (i=1,...,r) and I the ideal generated by (l j ) ( j=1,...,t) .
Then the following properties are equivalent:
(ii) There exist σ ∈ C , l ∈ I and δ ∈ M such that:
3 SOS-based Control Design
Nominal System
It is well known that for a general nonlinear system,ẋ = f (x) + g(x)u, it is difficult, if not impossible, to search for a controller u(x) and Lyapunov function, V (x), at the same time. This is mainly due to the fact that the set (V, u), which is required to satisfy the derivative condition in the Lyapunov's stability theorem,
Alternatively, a density function ρ(x), which can be interpreted as a dual to the Lyapunov function is proposed by Rantzer [14] . As it is shown in Theorem 2, the density function ρ(x), transforms the control design problem into a convex problem, thereby allowing the simultaneous search for ρ(x) and the controller u(x).
Theorem 2 ( [14] ). Consider the nonlinear systemẋ = f (x) + g(x)u, ( f + gu)(x) ∈ C 1 (R n , R n ) and ( f + gu)(0) = 0. Suppose there exists a non-negative function ρ(x) ∈ C 1 (R n − {0}, R), such that ρ(x)( f + gu)(x)/|x| is integrable on x ∈ R n : |x| ≥ 1 and
where
. Then, for almost all initial states, x(t) → 0 as t → ∞.
Note that in the above equation, the set (ρ, ρu) is convex. By exploiting this property, the density function ρ(x) and the controller u(x) can be searched simultaneously [15] . Consider the following parametrization of ρ(x) and ρ(x)u(x) in a rational-function form,
where p(x) and t(x) are polynomials in R[x], w(x) is a vector of polynomials with the vector dimension equal to the number of inputs of the system, and τ ∈ N is chosen such that the integrability condition in Theorem 2 is satisfied. By choosing t(x) to be positive, the condition (5) reduces to
where ∇t =
If there exists a group of constraints on the system state variables, such that
. . , m) and x = 0 then the control design problem in (7) subject to the constraints can be rewritten as follows:
The Positivstellensatz theorem (Theorem 1) can be used to find an algebraic equation equivalent to the empty set of polynomial constraints in (8) . In Theorem 1, let all the ξ i 's corresponding to cross product terms in the algebraic cone C be zero. We then have:
where φ(x) is a positive definite polynomial. Note that ξ i ∈ Σ n for all i and κ j ∈ R[x] for all j, choose
, and then factor φ(x)
out. As a result, for (8), we can solve the following SOS problem:
s.t.
Polynomial Systems with Parametric Uncertainties
Consider the uncertain polynomial system,ẋ = f (x, ∆) + g(x, ∆)u, where ∆ denotes bounded uncertain parameters. Consider the same parameterization for controller and density function as in (6), the robust counterpart for the SOS problem in (9) is given as follows:
Similar to Section 2.1, the following robust LMI can be derived for the robust SOS problem in (10),
Note that since there are multiple SOS conditions present in (10), Q is formed by stacking the decomposition matrices corresponding to each SOS condition diagonally, as mentioned in Section 2.1.
However, solving the robust SOS/robust LMI problems in ( (10)) and ( (11)) is not trivial. For a medium size robust SOS problem, solving the resulting robust LMI subject to uncertain parameters can be computationally very challenging. As pointed out by [16] , for an uncertain LMI Q(ζ, ∆), where the uncertainty ∆ enters in a linear fractional way, robust SDP techniques can be applied to provide sufficient conditions for the robust feasibility of Q(ζ, ∆). However, these techniques transform the uncertain problems into convex problems of much larger size, which could challenge the limits of the existing SDP solvers even for problems that are originally of small size. Therefore, in this paper, rather than applying robust SDP techniques to solve robust SOS problems, we propose to apply a stochastic iterative algorithm to solve the robust LMI problem resulting from a robust SOS problem. Even though the solution and the convergence of the stochastic iterative algorithm can only be evaluated in a probabilistic sense, the stochastic iterative algorithm avoids the issues associated with solving a large number of LMIs simultaneously by using an iterative search to solve the uncertain LMI problem. In addition, the stochastic iterative algorithm can be applied regardless of how the uncertainties enter the LMI problem.
For the robust LMI problem in (11), consider the following cost function defined by the Frobenius norm of the projection of Q(ζ, ∆) onto the non-positive definite cone:
Since Q(ζ, ∆) is a symmetric matrix, the projection onto the non-positive cone, Π − , can be found by:
where λ − i = min(0, λ i ) and λ i and U correspond to eigenvalues and eigenvectors of Q respectively.
Note that the optimal solution to the cost function in (12) satisfies Γ(ζ * , ∆) = 0, which implies that
In this paper, we apply a modified version of the stochastic ellipsoid algorithm in [17] (see Appendix B) to minimize the cost function. We choose the stochastic ellipsoid algorithm over other stochastic subgradient algorithms because it is guaranteed to converge to a solution in a finite number of iterations with probability one.
SOS-based Robust Control of Longitudinal Dynamics of a Hypersonic Aircraft Model
In this section, we apply the SOS method to controller design for the longitudinal dynamics of a hypersonic aircraft model. As the hypersonic aircraft model is not a polynomial nonlinear system, we take a nonlinear algebraic transformation, combined with time scale decomposition and function approximation to convert the aircraft model into polynomial systems with relatively low dimension. The rational-function parameterization of the controller in (6) is then used to design the controllers by solving the resulting SOS problem.
Utilizing the same controller structure, a robust SOS problem is formulated to address the parametric uncertainties in the aerodynamic coefficients of the aircraft model and it is solved using a modified stochastic ellipsoid algorithm (see Appendix B).
Hypersonic Aircraft Model
The hypersonic aircraft under study is a conical aircraft designed by National Aero-Space Plane (NASP)
Program for which Shaughnessy et al. [18] simulated force and moment coefficients for different Mach numbers, angles of attack and control surface deflections. Later, Marrison and Stengel [19] fitted aerodynamic functions to the data at the cruising condition of Mach number 15, altitude of 110,000 ft, airspeed of 15060 ft/sec and angle of attack of 0.0312 rad. Table 1 lists the variables used in the modeling of the longitudinal dynamics of the aircraft. The dynamics equations for airspeed, flight-path angle, altitude, angle of attack and pitch rate for the longitudinal dynamics of the aircraft are given by: 
pitching moment due to pitch rate
pitching moment due to angle of attack In the above equations r = h + R E and L, D, T and M denote lift, drag, thrust and pitching moment, respectively and are defined as,
whereq is the dynamic pressure given byq (18) - (21) are aerodynamic force and moment coefficients. These coefficients along with parameters used in (13) - (21) are defined as follows [19] 1 :
In the above equations, M is the Mach number defined as M = V /a, where the speed of sound, a, is given by,
the parameters ν i (i = 1 . . . 6) in the above equations are uncertainty parameters with the nominal values
Remark: Note that the lifting effect of elevator control deflection is not included in the lift-coefficient model. Wang and Stengel in [20] commented on the effect of non-minimum-phase zero due to the elevator lifting and have shown that any elevator control deflection derived by inverting the transfer function corresponding to the lifting effect is unstable. In this paper, however, the derivation of the elevator control does not include the inversion of the elevator lifting effect and thus will not cause instability due to the nonminimum-phase zero. As a result, the only concern about using the simplified model of C L in (23) is how it affects the aircraft's closed-loop performance. A close examination of the lift-coefficient data in the NASA report [18] reveals that for the trimmed cruise condition (M = 15, h = 110, 000 ft), the lift-coefficient value contributed by elevator deflection is consistently less than 5% of the lift-coefficient value contributed by the basic vehicle (which is given by the lift-coefficient model in this paper). Hence, we consider it is safe to use the simplified lift-coefficient model without the elevator lifting effect.
At the trimmed cruise condition, where V = 15, 060 ft/s, h = 110, 000 ft, α = 0.0310 rad, β = 0.3209 and δE = −0.00654 rad, the linearized model of the nominal system has an unstable short-period mode and an unstable height mode. The design goal is to stabilize the system and achieve good performance in both altitude and velocity command responses.
The hypersonic aircraft model as described by (13)- (28) contains several non-polynomial terms. Namely, the trigonometric terms sin(α), cos(α), sin(γ), cos(γ); exponential terms exp(−h/24000), exp(M/3); and 1/V , 1/r = 1/(h + R E ). Simply recasting the nonlinear system into a polynomial one through variable transformation requires defining a new auxiliary state variable corresponding to each non-polynomial term [10] . As a result, eight new auxiliary state variables will be added to the system, which increase the total number of state variables from five to thirteen. Furthermore, six additional constraints are also imposed on the original and auxiliary variables (e.g., sin 2 (α) + cos 2 (α) = 1). This may pose a significant challenge to the existing SOS and LMI solvers to even conduct stability analysis. Hence, in this paper, we adopt a combination of defining new state variables, time-scale decomposition and function approximation to convert the aircraft model into polynomial nonlinear systems with more manageable dimensions. We would like to point out that alternative approaches can also be used to convert the aircraft model into a polynomial system allowing for different levels of trade-off between computational intensity and model/controller complexity.
Two-Time Scale Decomposition
To reduce the computational burden, a two-time-scale decomposition of the aircraft model is used for the nonlinear control design. Through this time-scale decomposition, the system dynamics is broken into slow and fast time-scales, denoted by x s and x f , respectively. When dealing with the slow dynamics, it is assumed that fast-dynamics states are at their equilibrium condition, and when dealing with the fast dynamics, it is assumed that slow-dynamics states remain constant (but not necessarily at the equilibrium condition), i.e.
x s = 0. For each time scale, a controller is designed using the SOS method.
Based on the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the linearized system at the trim condition, we select airspeed, flight-path angle and altitude as the slow-dynamics variables. The remaining variable, i.e. the angle of attack and pitch rate, then constitute the fast-dynamics time-scale. Note that in the design of the slow-dynamics controller, the angle of attack is treated as a control variable and it is denoted as the angle of attack command, α c . For computational convenience, airspeed and altitude are scaled in the rest of this paper as follows:
V and H = 10
The following notations will be used throughout the rest of this paper. The superscript indicates the trim condition of a state or control variable and a (·) over a state or control variable represents the shift of that variable from its trim condition to the origin, e.g.α = α − α , where α is the trim angle of attack.
Subscripts s and f are used to denote slow-and fast-dynamics time-scales respectively.
Slow-Dynamics Controller Design 4.3.1 Approximations
In converting the slow-dynamics system into a polynomial system, several non-polynomial functions are directly approximated. Applying these approximations reduces the number of auxiliary state variables that have to be defined to fully recast the non-polynomial system, and in turn reduces the final dimension of the recast slow-dynamics system.
As it was discussed in Section 4.2, the control variables for the slow-dynamics system consist of the angle of attack command, α c , and the engine equivalence ratio, β. The aerodynamic coefficients therefore have to be approximated such that the slow-dynamics system is affine with respect to α and β. To this end, the term C D,α = (171α 2 + 1.15α + 2) in (24) is replaced with a linear function of α, denoted bỹ C D,α . Assuming that small angles of attack are used,C D,α = 13.0882α + 1.809. is calculated using the least squares method, such that the square of the difference between C D,α andC D,α is minimized over
Trigonometric terms sin α and cos α are approximated with 0 and 1 respectively, assuming that α c remains small. Small angle of attack commands are enforced by adding a saturator, which bounds the angle of attack command between −5 • and 15 • . Since the flight-path angle also remains small throughout the flight, we approximate sin γ and cos γ with γ and 1, respectively.
Next, the exponential term in the air density equation (22) is approximated using the Taylor series around the trim condition, and it is given by, ρ a = 2.4325 × 10 −5 − 1.0136 × 10
Finally, the non-polynomial term (1/r) is simplified by assuming that it is constant and it is evaluated at the trim condition (1/r ). The error due to this assumption is small enough not to have any tangible impact on the overall dynamics of the system since |1/r − 1/r | < 10 −8 for any h < 10 6 ft.
As mentioned before, in the process of converting the aircraft model into a polynomial system, any of the above approximations can be replaced by defining a new auxiliary state variable corresponding to the non-polynomial term, together with a possible additional constraint on the new state.
Recasting of the Non-polynomial system
Once the approximations in Section 4.3.1 are implemented, there only remains one non-polynomial in the slow-dynamics system and it corresponds to the term 1/V . Consider the following auxiliary state variable,
The derivative of the above variable is given byẋ a = −V x 2 a . The current representation ofẋ a is a polynomial sinceV in ( (13)) is a polynomial in terms of the original and auxiliary state variables. Had the derivative of the auxiliary variable included any additional non-polynomial terms, then the same procedure would have been applied by defining those non-polynomial functions as new auxiliary states and repeating the same process until the overall augmented system was represented by polynomials only [10] .
With the approximations introduced in the previous section and the state transformation above, the original slow-dynamics equations can now be written in terms of the (scaled) state variables and the new augmented state variable as,V
The above system can be also represented in a vector form asẋ s = f s (x s ) + g s (x s )u s , where
and f s (x s ) and g s (x s ) are polynomial vector fields defined accordingly. Note that the above system is subject to the constraint x a V − 1 = 0, which is imposed by defining l 1 (x) = x a V − 1 and incorporating this equality constraint into the SOS problem by applying the Positivstellensatz Theorem. To ensure that x a is always well defined, we also add the constraint x s = 0 to the SOS problem, which results in the feasibility problem (9) .
Since the SOS problems in (9) and (10) only apply to systems with an equilibrium point at the origin, we shift all slow-dynamics variables from their trim conditions to the origin. Following the notations introduced in Section 4.2, the shifted state and control variables are denoted byx s and (α c ,β), respectively.
Parametrization of the SOS Controller
Nominal Control. A nominal controller is found by solving the nominal SOS problem in (9) . Recall that in (9), t s (x s ) is assumed to be positive for all x s . One such function is the control Lyapunov function of the linearized slow-dynamics system. Therefore in (9), set t s (x s ) =x T s P sxs , where P s is the solution to the Riccati equation for the slow-dynamics linearized at the trim condition. Since the linearized slow-dynamics system does not have any non-polynomial terms, no auxiliary variables are required and the linearized system can be written as,ẋ
Solving the Riccati equation A T s P s + P s A s − P s B s R −1 B T s P s + Q = 0 with Q = diag{0.1, 0.1, 10} and R = diag{10, 0.1} yields: 
The polynomials for w 1 (x s ) and w 2 (x s ) have to be selected such that the highest-degree monomial in (9) has even degrees with respect to every slow-dynamics state. Therefore, let w 1 and w 2 be third-degree polynomials inV , second-degree in γ andĤ , and first-degree inx a . Higher-degree monomials can also be used in the search of controllers at the expense of increased computational intensity. Finally, let φ s (x) = ∑ 4 1 x 2 s (i) and set τ to 8, which is large enough to satisfy the integrability condition in Theorem 2.
The nominal SOS problem in (9) can now be solved using YALMIP and SeDuMi [21] to obtain the nominal controller.
Robust Controller. Using the same controller structure (controller parameterization) as the nominal controller, the coefficients of w s (x s ) = [w 1 (x s ) , w 2 (x s )] T are searched to solve the robust SOS problem in (10).
The same t s (x s ) as in the nominal controller is used here, though a common control Lyapunov function (or a parameter-dependent Lyapunov function) could also be used for t s (x s ) in (10) . Once all the variables are plugged into the SOS problem in (10), the corresponding robust LMI (11) is derived using Algorithm 1 (see Appendix A). For the slow-dynamics system, the resulting robust LMI problem has 2706 free variables and
To solve the robust LMI, the cost function given in (12) 
Fast-Dynamics Controller Design
As discussed in Section 4.2, the fast-dynamics time-scale includes dynamics of α and q. Recall that while working with fast-dynamics time-scale, all variables corresponding to slow-dynamics are assumed to be constant. Therefore,γ in (16) is set to zero. Assuming that all other slow-dynamics variables are at their trim condition, we can write the fast-dynamics equations of motion as:
which is a polynomial nonlinear system and affine with respect to δE.
The above equations can be written in a vector formẋ
u f = δE. Note that similar to the slow-dynamics system, all fast-dynamics variables must be shifted to the origin before Theorem 2 can be applied. For the fast-dynamics system, however, α has to approach α c rather than its trim condition and thusα is defined asα = α − α c .
For the nominal design, similar to the control design for the slow-dynamics system, define t f (x f ) = x T f P fx f where P f is the solution to the Riccati equation corresponding to the nominal linearized fast dynamics with Q = diag([10 , 1]) and R = 1 and it is given by
5.5068 1.0091
1.0091 0.5176
To get a polynomial controller for u f (x f ) = w f /p f , let p f be a constant and without loss of generality set p f (x f ) = 1. Also, let w f (x f ) be a polynomial of up to third-degree in α and q. The parameter τ is set to 8 to satisfy the integrability condition in Theorem 2 and φ f (x f ) is chosen to be a second degree polynomial ofx f . The resulting nominal SOS problem (9) is then solved using YALMIP and SeDuMi to obtain the nominal controller.
To find the robust controller for the fast-dynamics system, the same steps as the slow-dynamics controllers are followed. The robust controller adopts the same controller parameterization as the nominal controller with identical t f (x f ), τ and φ f (x f ). Using the results in Section 2.1, a robust LMI is derived from the robust SOS problem (10) and the modified stochastic ellipsoid algorithm is applied to minimize the cost function (12) . The nominal controller parameters are used in the initialization of the ellipsoid algorithm, and the uncertain parameter samples in the stochastic ellipsoid algorithm are generated from a 3-σ truncated
Gaussian distribution with the mean of 1 and standard deviation of 1/6. The resulting robust controller for the fast-dynamics is given in the Appendix C.
Simulation Results
In this section, the performance of the SOS controllers is evaluated for two pilot commands: a 100 ft/s airspeed command and a 1000 ft altitude command. The objective of the commands is to increase the airspeed (or altitude) while maintaining the previous altitude (or airspeed). Note that both commands are applied from the trim condition and simulations are performed using the original aircraft model as described in Section 4.1 without any approximation in the aerodynamic coefficients.
Nominal Performance
The response of the aircraft was first simulated assuming that uncertain parameters take their nominal values, i.e. ν i = 1 (i = 1 . . . 6). Figure 2 shows the simulation results for both the nominal controller and the robust controller. Under both controllers, the aircraft remains stable and reaches the desired airspeed and altitude in less than 60 seconds. Note that the angle of attack remains small during entire simulations and thus satisfies the earlier assumption on small angles of attack in Section 4.3.1.
To evaluate whether the robust SOS controller is capable of handling large airspeed and altitude commands, a large simultaneous airspeed and altitude command was given to the aircraft system. Specifically, the new command required an increase of 1000 ft/s in airspeed along with a 10,000 ft increase in the altitude of the aircraft. Figure 3 shows the nominal response of the aircraft under the robust controller subject to the new command set. As it is shown, the aircraft remains stable and reaches the desired airspeed and altitude in less than 100 seconds.
Robust Performance
Recall that the robust controller was searched using the stochastic ellipsoid algorithm, where uncertainty samples were generated from a 3-σ truncated Gaussian distribution with mean of 1 and standard deviation of 1/6. Essentially, the stochastic algorithm explores the space in which each uncertain parameters ν i (i = 1 . . . 6) vary between 0.5 to 1.5 (corresponding to 50% variation in aerodynamic coefficients). To Fig. 4 . In   Fig. 4 , the dash lines depict the minimum and maximum trajectories and the solid line represents a single sample simulation trajectory corresponding to a random set of uncertainties. Note that neither minimum nor maximum trajectories are actual trajectories, but rather the envelope which encompasses all the simulated trajectories. As the figures show, the aircraft is capable of following pilot commands under extreme uncertainty conditions and the minimum and maximum trajectories converge to the desired commands. Furthermore, the envelope containing the trajectories is quite narrow compared to the value of their respective state, which implies that the variance in the simulated trajectories is small.
For a more detailed robustness analysis, we evaluate both the nominal and robust controllers with uncertainty variation from 10% (ν i ∈ [0.9, 1.1]) to 60% (ν i ∈ [0.4, 1.6]) in six equally spaced steps. Monte Carlo simulations of the uncertain systemshows the probability of instability of the robust controller (evaluated using Monte Carlo simulations), together with that of the nominal controller, corresponding to each uncertainty variation level. As it is shown in the figure, the robust controller remains stable until it hits 60% variation in aerodynamic coefficients. The probability of instability for the nominal controller is however non-zero for any uncertainty levels beyond 20%. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we formulate the robust nonlinear control of a hypersonic aircraft model subject to uncertain aerodynamic coefficients into a robust SOS problem. A set of robust LMIs are then derived from the robust SOS, and a stochastic ellipsoid algorithm is applied to search the solution to the robust LMIs with probability one. Through simulations, the resulted robust controller is shown to be able to stabilize the system and follow the pilot commands with good robustness over the uncertainty range used for design.
A Constructing the LMI Representation of a SOS Problem
Consider the SOS decomposition
where Z is a vector of monomials and Q is a positive definite matrix. Once the vector of monomials, Z is selected, the dimension of Q will be known and each coefficient in p(x) can be expressed in terms of the elements of Q. Generalizing this approach for all the monomials in Z T QZ will result in a SDP problem as discussed in Section 2.1. The following algorithm can then be used to efficiently derive an LMI formulation corresponding to the SDP formulation of the SOS decomposition problem above.
Algorithm 1. LMI Formulation Algorithm
Step 1. Starting with the SDP problem in (4), remove the symmetric elements in A sd p , b sd p and η sd p and denote them by A, b, and η = [η q ; η c ], respectively. Letñ q and n c denote the size of the vectors η q and η c , respectively. Note that since the size and the structure of Q is known,ñ q can be readily computed beforehand. Moreover, each element ofη q now maps to two symmetric elements in Q.
Step 2. Form the compound matrix M = [A|b] and generate the Row Reduced Echelon Form (RREF) of M [22] . Identify the leading variables (a leading variable is an element of η corresponding to a leading coefficient. A leading coefficient is the first non-zero number from the left in a non-zero row). The remaining elements of η constitute the free variables. Let L and F denote the set of all leading and free variables, respectively. Let r denote the cardinality of F .
Step 3. Initialize matrices Q i (i = 0, . . . , r) by setting them to zero. Form the LMI problem Q = Q 0 + ∑ r 1 ζ i Q i > 0. Set k = 1.
Step 4. If k ≤ñ q and η(k) ∈ L, find t where M(t, k) = 1. Set Q 0 (i, j) = Q 0 ( j, i) = M(t,ñ q + n c + 1), where i and j are the indices of η(k) in Q. For each remaining matrix Q p (p = 1, . . . , r), set Q p (i, j) = Q p ( j, i) = −M(t, q), where q is the column in M corresponding to the p th member of F .
Step 5. If k ≤ñ q and η(k) ∈ F , set Q p (i, j) = Q p ( j, i) = 1, where i and j correspond to the index of η(k)
in Q.
Step 6. If k >ñ q and η(k) ∈ L, then the decision variable η(k) does not appear in the LMI formulation.
Therefore, once the LMI is solved, η(k) can be separately calculated using the solution values of the set of free variables, F .
Step 7. Set k = k + 1. If k ≤ (ñ q + n c ), goto Step 4; otherwise exit.
B Stochastic Ellipsoid Algorithm
Consider the LMI problem 
